NEOPROBE GAMMA DETECTION SYSTEM

G R C Surgical

Easy to use, flexible, wireless.
No cables Nothing between
you and the patient.
Neoprobe, advanced Sentinel Node detection system
available, has been tried, tested and proven, providing
peak performance in changing surgical procedures.
Easy to use, Neoprobe is autoranging, focus audible
feedback on detected energy level for more precise
localization as well as being software upgradeable
Lightweight, flexible without cables that complicate the
surgical field, it is 50% more sensitive than the corded
probe, able to detect lower energy levels.

No leads,
no pins,
no connectors.
No recharging
batteries.
No sleeves..

Neoprobe uses integrated, Bluetooth® technology,
the same technology that recognizes your mobile phone
the instant you get into your car.
It is the only wireless option
available that complies with Australian standards,
HICMR and AS4187.
The console operates with mains power, no need to
charge batteries overnight, simply push auto-link and
you are ready to go.
Neoprobe collimators are shielded with a high medical
grade, tungsten steel. The probe will not be effected
during surgery by devices such as the diathermy pencil,
no annoying noises in the background.
GRC Surgical are working on future technology now,
with potential changes to current practices patients will
have a one stage solution compared with the current 2
stage practice. More convenience, less pain and greater
accuracy as the end result.
GRC Surgical conduct performance testing as well as
optimisation for all types of Gamma detection devices
used in the operating theatre.
We offer extended warranties for repairs and parts to
products that fall outside the normal 12 Month period.
Our service centre, based in Australia has faster turn
around times compared to overseas centres. There is
no downtime for GRC customers, we supply loan units
whilst repairs or servicing takes place.
GRC are flexible, offering products and services in ways
to suit our customers, leasing, rentals and even short
term loans.
At GRC Surgical, we focus and specialise in Sentinel
Node biopsy for all clinical applications.
Our dedicated trained technical team offer ongoing
support via education within all hospital departments.
With years of experience working in the operating
theatre environment, their technical knowledge can be
invaluable to hospitals.
To find out more give Gavin Carson a call at
GRC Surgical: Toll free 1300 201 027 or simply visit our
website www.grcsurgical.com

